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Neutron scattering study of crystal fields in CeRhIn5
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Neutron scattering results for the tetragonal compound CeRhIn5 give evidence for two crystal field~CF!
excitations at 6.9 and 23.6 meV. The scattering can be fit assuming a set of CF parametersB2

05

21.03 meV,B4
050.044 meV, andB4

450.122 meV. To compare our results with previous work, we calculate
the susceptibility and specific heat for this CF scheme, including a molecular field terml535 mol/emu to
account for the Kondo effect. We also include a calculation based on these CF parameters, which uses the
noncrossing approximation to the Anderson model to estimate the effect of Kondo physics on the susceptibility,
specific heat, and neutron linewidths.
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CeRhIn5 crystallizes in the same tetragonal HoCoG5
structure as the heavy fermion superconductors CeIrIn5 and
CeCoIn5.1–3At ambient pressure, CeRhIn5 undergoes a tran
sition to an antiferromagnetic~AF! state atTN53.8 K.1,4

With application of hydrostatic pressure, the Ne´el tempera-
ture remains essentially constant until antiferromagnet
disappears and superconductivity appears at pressures a
15 kbars.1 Recently, Pagliusoet al.5 have suggested the im
portance of crystal field~CF! splitting to the ground state
properties of the CeMIn5 family of heavy fermion supercon
ductors, underscoring the fact that the ultimate ground s
achieved by a particular member of the family must grow
of the ground state crystal field doublet. Thus a careful
termination of both the CF splitting and wave functions
important. To that end we have begun to directly probe
CF energy level splitting in the CeMIn5 family using inelas-
tic ~IE! neutron scattering. The first step in our investigatio
has been to determine the crystal field level scheme
CeRhIn5.

In CeRhIn5, as in the other members of CeMIn5 family,
the crystal field Hamiltonian in tetragonal symmetry can
written as

HCF5B2
0O2

01B4
0O4

01B4
4O4

4 ,

whereOl
m andBl

m are the Stevens operators and CF para
eters, respectively. The Ce31 J55/2 wave function splits
into three doublets, G7

(1)5$au65/2&1bu73/2&%, G7
(2)

5$bu65/2&2au73/2&%, and G65u61/2&.5 An analysis of
susceptibility and thermal expansion results6 suggested crys
tal field levelsG7

(2) , G7
(1) , andG6 at E50, 5.86 meV~68 K!

and 28.43 meV~300 K! respectively, withb50.969~yield-
ing a nearly pureu65/2& ground state!. A subsequent study5

based on an analysis of the susceptibility and specific h
suggested a similar scheme, but with splittings 6 and 12 m
~70 and 140 K!. In this paper we report the results of a
analysis of neutron scattering data for CeRhIn5, which indi-
cate that these initial estimates are nearly correct; our res
0163-1829/2002/66~19!/193102~4!/$20.00 66 1931
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have somewhat different values for the splittings and
smaller value for the mixing parameterb, i.e., a greater ad-
mixture of u73/2& into the u65/2& ground state. To assist in
the comparison of our results to those of Pagliusoet al.5 and
Takeuchiet al.,6 we report calculations of the specific he
and magnetic susceptibility based on our CF parameters
include the Kondo effect in anad hoc manner similar to
those of Refs. 5 and 6. We also present more sophistic
calculations that employ the noncrossing approximat
~NCA! ~Refs. 7,8! to the Anderson model in order to est
mate the effect of Kondo spin fluctuations on the susce
bility, specific heat, and IE neutron spectra.

Large high quality single crystals of CeRhIn5 and
LaRhIn5 were obtained using the flux-growth method.1 For
the magnetic susceptibility and specific heat measureme
single crystals were carefully prepared, which were free
residual indium flux; in the case of the neutron scatter
measurements,;50 g of single crystals for both CeRhIn5

and LaRhIn5 were powdered. The neutron scattering expe
ments were performed in the time-of-flight mode usi
LRMECS at IPNS~Argonne National Laboratory!, with ex-
perimental conditions that were similar to that of an earl
report.9 A key problem in our investigations was the hig
neutron absorption of both In and Rh. In initial experimen
the standard LRMECS sample holder was used; howeve
subsequent experiments a new sample holder was emplo
which was designed to maintain a more uniform sam
thickness than the standard holder, thus allowing for a m
accurate absorption correction. Neutron scattering spe
were collected for several different incident energies (Ei)
and temperatures between 8 and 140 K with counting tim
ranging from 24 to 48 h. To improve statistics, we were a
to take advantage of the nondispersive nature of the CF s
tering and group detectors into three bins with mean sca
ing angle 20°~low Q), 60°, and 100°~high Q). A vanadium
standard was utilized to put the scattering on an abso
scale.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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Data for CeRhIn5 and LaRhIn5 ~measured to help identify
the nonmagnetic scattering in CeRhIn5) at 8 K and Ei

535 meV for low and highQ are shown in Fig. 1. The dat
were corrected for absorption assuming a uniformly th
flat-plate sample, and the scattering due to the empty sam
holder was then subtracted from the data. Direct compar
of low-angle scattering~where magnetic scattering is stro
gest! for CeRhIn5 @Fig. 1~a!# and LaRhIn5 @Fig. 1~b!# shows
two additional peaks near 7 and 23 meV. In particular,
determine the nonmagnetic scattering in CeRhIn5 in two
ways: ~1! By using the expressionSmag(20°)5S(Ce,20°)
2 f S(La,20°) where we choose the factorf as the
ratio ~0.75! of the total scattering cross section
s(CeRhIn5)/s(LaRhIn5). ~2! By determining the ratioR
5S(La,100°)/S(La,20°) for scaling the high angle nonma
netic scattering to low angle.10 Excellent agreement with~1!
is obtained usingSmag(20°)5S(Ce,20°)2FS(Ce,100°)/R
with inclusion of an additional factorF50.75 to account for
the difference inQ-scaling of the La and Ce compounds. T
value of F is similar to the one used in a recent study
YbXCu4;8 it can be justified on the basis that for high ang
scattering the data are predominantly single-phonon, pro
tional tos, while the low angle scattering contains a signi
cant contribution from multiple scattering~one elastic and
one phonon! proportional tos2, so that the cross sectio

FIG. 1. Neutron energy spectra of~a! CeRhIn5 and~b! LaRhIn5

at an initial energyEi535 meV, at 8 K and for two mean scatterin
angles, 20° and 100°. The data have been corrected for neu
absorption, and the scattering from the sample holder has been
tracted from the data.~c! TheQ50 magnetic scattering, determine
as described in the text, in CeRhIn5 at 8K and for three inciden
energiesEi .
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does not cancel in the ratio. Results of this analysis for th
different Ei are shown in Fig. 1~c!. The dependence of th
scattering on the Ce31 form factor has been removed in th
plot, so the data represent theQ50 scattering with the as
sumption that the crystal fields are, in fact, purely local a
uncoupled entities. The data have been truncated be
0.15Ei ~where the elastic line dominates the scattering! and
above 0.8Ei , where statistics are small due to thekf /ki fac-
tor. Good agreement is evident for data taken at three dif
ent Ei , with all datasets displaying magnetic excitations
approximately 7 and 24 meV.

In Fig. 2 we plot theQ50 ~form factor removed! mag-
netic scattering~method 1!, determined atEi535 meV for
three different temperatures. We have performed a simu
neous least squares fit to four datasets~8 K, 70 K, and 140 K
at Ei535 meV and 8 K atEi580 meV) to determine the CF
parameters. The fit includes the effects of instrumental re
lution. Variables of the fit includeB2

0, B4
0, B4

4, and an overall
scale factor~in which the four parameters were constrain
to the same values for all datasets! and the Lorentzian half-
width G of the IE excitations, which was allowed to var
with temperature.@We constrained the quasielastic~QE! half-
width to (1/2)G.# Results of the fit are shown in Table I an
plotted in Fig. 2.

To compare our results to those of Pagliusoet al.5 and
Takeuchiet al.,6 we have performed standard calculations5,6

of the magnetic susceptibility and specific heat~Fig. 3!, with
the splittings and wave functions from Table I as inputs. T
susceptibility includes a positive molecular field contributi

on
ub-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic part of th
neutron scattering response of CeRhIn5 for Ei535 meV. The scat-
tering dependence due to the Ce31 form factor has been removed a
in the previous figure. The data at all three temperatures@~a! 8 K,
~b! 70 K, and~c! 140 K# have been fit simultaneously~solid lines!
with a least-squares-fitting routine to determine the crystal fi
parameters. The results of the fitting parameters including
crystal field parameters are displayed in Table I. We have inclu
in ~a! the results of the NCA calculation~dashed line!.
2-2
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l535 mol/emu wherel represents contributions to 1/x
from AF and Kondo fluctuations. Thus, the calculated 1x
51/xCF1l, where 1/xCF is given by a standard crystal fiel
calculation andl is chosen to provide the best fit.6 At high T,
the AF and Kondo fluctuations contribute to 1/x as (TK
1TN)/CJ ; with CJ50.807 emu K/mol forJ55/2 andTN
53.8 K. This givesTK;25 K. We note that this value o
kBTK is similar to the width of the 7 meV IE excitation at
K. The calculation for the specific heat contains both a st
dard Schottky term due to the excited levels and a Kon
doublet term. The Kondo doublet term is taken from t
calculations of Rajan,11 with TK525 K for the ground-state
level, which puts the calculated specific heat in the ran
20–50 K in better agreement with measured value—with
this, the calculated value due only to the Schottky contri
tion is smaller by a factor of 0.8. We have not attempted to
for the effects onCmag andx of the AF transition at 3.8 K.

A more sophisticated way to include Kondo spin fluctu
tions is through calculation for the Anderson model. W
present results obtained using the noncrossing approxima
~NCA!.7,8 We have used a Gaussian background band w
density of statesN(«)5e2(«/W)2

/ApW, where W53 eV,
and we set the 4f level position atEf52 eV and the spin-
orbit ~so! splitting atEso50.273 eV, which are standard va
ues for Ce. Since the Kondo physics renormalizes the
levels upward by an amount approximately equal to
Kondo temperature, the bare level energies were chose
be Eb55.3 meV andEc523 meV, which are smaller tha
the measured level energies. The mixing parameterb
50.80 was chosen to be similar to that obtained in Tabl
The hybridization was then varied until a good fit to t
anisotropic susceptibility was obtained forV50.4665 eV.
The results forSmag, x, and Cmag are given in Figs. 2~a!
and 3

We now turn to discussion of the effect of systema
errors on our conclusions. As mentioned previously, the n
tron absorption of In and Rh is an important considerati
Comparison of the data for two different sample hold
~which exhibited small differences in sample thickness a
distribution! indicated similar results, augmenting our beli
that the absorbtion correction employed is correct. If

TABLE I. Crystal-field parametersBl
m , splittings and Lorentz-

ian half-widths G of the IE excitations at four temperatures f
CeRhIn5 and the wave-function mixing parameterb. The units of
all quantities~except forb, which is unitless! are meV. The reduced
chi-square for the fit wasx250.69.

B2
0 B4

0 B4
4

21.0360.02 0.04460.001 0.12260.003

E(G7
1) E(G6) b

6.960.3 23.660.5 0.8060.02

G ~8 K! G ~70 K! G ~140 K!

2.360.1 2.960.2 4.260.4
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nonmagnetic background subtraction is varied by varyinf
~method 1! or F/R ~method 2!, the scattering at 7 meV is
relatively unaffected but the strength of the 24 meV scat
ing, and henceb, is affected somewhat. Given the goo
consistency between results at differentEi and T, we think
that our CF scheme is basically correct. We were unable
observe QE scattering due to the requirement that to ob
the necessary resolution a smallEi is required, which cause
the effects of neutron absorption~which varies as 1/AE), to
become large. In our fits we constrained the QE half-width
half the value of the IE width to prevent proliferation of fi
parameters. Constraining to other values~e.g., GQE5G IE)
leads only to minor variation in the final fits.

Our fits to x using the CF parameters plus a molecul
field term are not as good as those of Takeuchiet al.6 or
Pagliusoet al.5 However, their fits use a value ofb very
close to unity, indicating essentially nou73/2& admixture
into u65/2& ground state. In this case there would be
observable amplitude for theDmz51 transition tou61/2&
state at 24 meV. This cannot be correct as we clearly obs
this transition in the neutron-scattering data. A possible r
son that our fits are not as good as those of Refs. 5 and
that we do not include the effect of exchange anisotro
which should only be important below 20 K. Such aniso
ropy can be mimicked as in Pagliusoet al.5 through inclu-
sion of an anisotropic mean field parameter, which we h
chosen not to do for simplicity.

On the other hand, the NCA calculations based on our
scheme and a Kondo temperature of order 25 K does
excellent job reproducingx. However, it overestimates th

FIG. 3. ~a! Measured anisotropic susceptibilitiesxzz ~triangles!
andxxx ~circles! for CeRhIn5, compared to the value calculated fo
the CF parameters of Table I with a molecular-field contributi
l535 mol/emu~solid lines! and compared to the results of th
NCA calculation ~dashed lines!. ~b! Magnetic specific heat com
pared to the value calculated for a Schottky contribution from
excited levels and a Kondo contribution from the ground-state d
blet ~solid line! and to the results of the NCA calculation~dashed
line!.
2-3
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width of the 7 meV excitation as seen in Fig. 2~a! and un-
derestimates the temperature of the peak in the specific
@Fig. 3~b!#. These deviations from the data may reflect t
fact that we have neither included antiferromagnetic
change, exchange anisotropy nor anisotropic hybridiza
~i.e., different hybridization to the different CF multiplets! in
the NCA fits.

In summary, we find a more significantu73/2& admixture
into u65/2& (b50.80) ground state than found earlier b
Takeuchiet al.6 (b50.969) or Pagliusoet al.5 (b;1). The
resulting CF level parameters provide reasonable fits to b
the magnetic susceptibility and specific heat with the inc
sion of a mean-field parameter and a Kondo doublet, res
tively. In addition, NCA fits the susceptibility remarkab
well with some deficiencies in both the specific heat a
neutron-scattering linewidths. Taken together, the NCA c
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